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Newly Commissioned Works Bloom Indoors and Out at The Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum this Spring  
 
Ridgefield (April 2015): Artist Virginia Poundstone—whose practice spans photography, sculpture, video, and 
installation, and is exclusively focused on the history and botany of the flower and its socio-economic and cultural 
significance—will mount an exhibition featuring a number of new works, including an outdoor sculpture surrounded by 
an earthwork comprising over 3,000 tulips, at The Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum this spring. The opening reception 
for Flower Mutations will take place on Sunday, May 3, 2015. 
 
The exhibition, which will remain on view through October 25, 2015, as part of the Circumstance series at The Aldrich, is 
dedicated to two important sources of inspiration: Giacomo Balla’s series of Futurist Flowers and traditional American 
flower-pattern quilts. 
 
Poundstone also debuts a new outdoor sculpture, Quilt Square (Tulip) (2015), which will sit alongside the earthwork 
Tulips (2014–15), planted on the Museum’s grounds last fall with the assistance of the community, as well as an interior 
room filled with artworks and objects that investigate the visual representation of flowers through abstraction in art and 
design. 
 
The sculpture, a geometric flower in stone and glass, is based on the geometry of a traditional quilt pattern. Placed in 



the interior courtyard where it is visible from within the Museum’s atrium, it will be seen for a fleeting period with the 
backdrop of tulips in eight dynamic hues, forming a resplendent garden across the sloping grassy embankment. 
 
Inside the Museum, visitors encounter Rose Mutation (2015), a new sculpture by Poundstone comprised of glass, stone 
and ashes that sits atop a white tiled pedestal, as well as a monumental wall print of Rainbow Rose (2013). These are 
complemented by seminal inspirational works that span generations and art historical movements, on loan from 
institutions across the country, by artists such as Balla (Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Smithsonian 
Institution), Christo (The Museum of Modern Art), Nancy Graves (The Museum of Modern Art), Andrew Kuo 
(Marlborough Chelsea), and Andy Warhol (The Brant Foundation Art Study Center). In addition, Poundstone includes 
objects from her own collection, including one thousand slides of wildflower photographs taken by her grandfather, 
Bruce Poundstone, a piece of Belgian lace, and German Art Nouveau ceramic tiles, (ca. 1910–1920). 
 
Curator Amy Smith-Stewart states: “For almost ten years, Poundstone has centered her practice on the symbolism of 
the flower. She uses the overt artificiality of Rainbow Rose to reference the floral industry, where hundreds of thousands 
of flowers are mass produced, assembled, packaged, stored, and transported in near freezing temperatures, utterly 
divorced from the wilds of nature.” 
 
Poundstone adds: “I also think my fascination with the Rainbow Rose™ comes from my knowledge of how much time 
(years) and money (hundreds of thousands) it takes to get a product like this to market. The only way something like 
this can exist is because there are a lot of people who want it to exist, so they can spend their money on it. Our 
collective desire for such artifice, or control, of our natural world is succinctly described in this product. I had to 
monumentalize it.” 
 
Virginia Poundstone: Flower Mutations has been organized by Aldrich curator Amy Smith-Stewart. 

— 
The Circumstance Series 
 
Virginia Poundstone: Flower Mutations is part of Circumstance, the Museum’s new spring exhibition series, which 
features six solo presentations that explore how artists use context to articulate their work. In addition to 
Poundstone, artists Nancy Shaver, Ruby Sky Stiler, Penelope Umbrico, Elif Uras, and B. Wurtz will be featured. During 
Circumstance the Museum will be transformed into a maze of intersecting installations, where craft, found, 
utilitarian, historical design, and everyday objects sit beside works of art, showcasing how artists take inspiration 
from their environments. The exhibitions will reveal never-before-seen aspects of the practices of the six artists, as 
each has been an active collaborator with the Museum’s curatorial team in the development, conceptualization, and 
presentation of their work.  
 
The Circumstance suite of exhibitions—organized by exhibitions director Richard Klein and curator Amy Smith-
Stewart—will highlight inspiration and its influence across object-making, through the presentation of specifically 
commissioned new work by the six artists. Circumstance will underscore the intersection of installation art and 
exhibition design, and show how the convergence of fine art, design, and non-art objects within the exhibition format 
informs creative expression.  
 
In a participatory aspect of the project, The Aldrich has invited residents of Fairfield, Litchfield, and New Haven 
Counties in Connecticut, and Westchester and Putnam Counties in New York, to suggest items from visual culture to 
be displayed alongside work by one of the six artists in order to help create imaginative new contexts for the 
exhibitions. More information can be found at aldrichart.org/opportunities/publicproject.php. 

 
 



— 
The Artist 
 
Virginia Poundstone (b. 1977, Great Lakes, Illinois) uses sculpture, photography, video, and installation to explore her 
interest in the economic structures that support the global floral market, and the ways in which flowers are divorced 
from their wild state within this system. She has exhibited at numerous galleries and institutions, including Locust 
Projects, Miami; Young World, Detroit; Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions; Kentucky Museum of Art and Craft, 
Louisville; Disjecta Center for Contemporary Art, Portland; Cleopatra's, New York; Tanya Bonakdar Gallery, New York; 
Rachel Uffner Gallery, New York; Sculpture Center, New York; and Night Gallery, Los Angeles. In 2013, she was awarded 
The Howard Foundation Fellowship, the Agnes Varis Fellowship at Urban Glass, and was an Artist-in-Residence at 
Pioneer Works in Brooklyn. She lives and works in Brooklyn, New York. 

— 
The Museum 
 
Founded by Larry Aldrich in 1964, The Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum is dedicated to fostering the work of 
innovative artists whose ideas and interpretations of the world around us serve as a platform to encourage creative 
thinking. The Aldrich is one of the few independent, non-collecting contemporary art museums in the United States 
and the only museum in Connecticut devoted to contemporary art. Throughout its fifty-year history, the Museum has 
engaged its community with thought-provoking, interdisciplinary exhibitions and programs. 
  
The Museum’s education and public programs are designed to connect visitors of all ages to contemporary art 
through innovative learning approaches in hands-on workshops, tours, and performances led by exhibiting artists and 
Museum educators. Area schools are served by curriculum-aligned on-site and in-school programs, as well as 
teachers’ professional development training. Because of the contemporary focus of Aldrich exhibitions, the artists 
are regularly present in the galleries, accessible to the public, and a crucial part of Museum programming. 
  
Originally located in the landmark 1783 building on Ridgefield’s historic Main Street that now houses administrative 
offices, since 2004 the galleries and Education Center have been located in a 17,000 square-foot facility adjacent to 
the Museum’s two-acre sculpture garden.  

— 
The Reception 
 
An opening reception for Circumstance will be held on Sunday, May 3, from 2 to 5 pm, and will offer visitors the 
opportunity to meet artists, take exhibition tours, participate in family activities, and purchase gourmet farm-to-
museum boxed lunches prepared by Ridgefield’s own No. 109 Cheese & Wine. There will be a family-friendly preview 
brunch for Aldrich members with trustees, curators, and artists prior to the public reception, from 12 noon to 2 pm. 
Free onsite parking is available. Direct round-trip transportation from NYC will depart MoMA PS1 (on Jackson Avenue 
near 46th Road) in Long Island City, Queens, at 12 noon, expected to arrive at The Aldrich by 1:30 pm. The shuttle will 
leave The Aldrich at 5 pm, returning to NYC by approximately 6:30 pm. Reservations are required and cost $25. 
Information: 203.438.4519, aldrichart.org. 

— 
Supporters 
 
The Aldrich, in addition to significant support from its Board of Trustees, receives contributions from many dedicated 
friends and patrons. Major funding for Museum programs and operations has been provided by the Department of 
Economic and Community Development, Connecticut Office of the Arts; the National Endowment for the Arts; the 
Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Foundation; and the Leir Foundations.  
 

http://www.aldrichart.org/


Support for Education and Public programs has been provided by the William Randolph Hearst Foundation, Joyride 
Ridgefield, the Newman’s Own Foundation, Fairfield County’s Community Foundation, Ridgefield Education 
Foundation, The Cowles Charitable Trust, and The Gage Fund. 
 
Generous support for Virginia Poundstone: Flower Mutations has been provided by The Pollock-Krasner Foundation, Inc. 
 
Thanks to COLORBLENDS™ Wholesale Flower Bulbs for their donation of tulips. 
 
Additional support for exhibitions has been provided by the SAHA Association and The Coby Foundation. 
 
HamletHub; Morris Media Group, publishers of Ridgefield Magazine; and WSHU Public Radio are the official media 
sponsors of The Aldrich in 2015. 

— 
Contact 
 
Pamela Ruggio 
Communications Director 
pruggio@aldrichart.org 
203.438.4519 

mailto:pruggio@aldrichart.org

